Project solutions
Holistic advice, planning and project support

Our portfolio for customised facility planning

Welcome to Reflex

What drives us
Reflex Winkelmann GmbH is one of the leading providers worldwide
of planning and executing solutions for water-bearing systems in
the field of building and supply engineering. We see ourselves as an
innovator in the development of first-class products, smart concepts
and highly efficient solutions for facilities of all sizes and complexities.
Holistic thinking, an eye for interconnections and detailed solution
expertise—that is the benchmark we work to. In all of this we are
convinced that working together as equal partners is the key to
success. To this end we pool technological expertise in heating,
cooling and facility engineering. And live and breath our passion for
thinking multifaceted questions all the way through to the last detail.
This makes us a high-performing and responsible partner—especially
when it comes to highly sensitive projects, complex large-scale
facilities and custom solutions.
In an age in which the responsible use of resources is becoming the key
issue, Reflex stands for maximum efficiency, safety and sustainability.

Reflex Winkelmann GmbH, Gersteinstraße 19, 59227 Ahlen
info@reflex.de

Our roots
From its beginnings as a small workshop at the site of what is now
our Head Office in the Westphalian town of Ahlen, Reflex has
developed into an international company with production sites in
Germany, Poland, China and Turkey. Today, Reflex stands for solutions
which combine comprehensive expertise with a broad range of
products for the benefit of our customers.
As part of the Building + Industry Division of the Winkelmann Group,
our customers now benefit from the overarching manufacturing
and process capabilities as well as centralised purchasing and logistics
divisions of an owner-managed Group with over 4,500 employees
worldwide.
Comprehensive technological expertise, holistic thinking and systematic
customer-centricity make us a reliable partner in implementing
highly individual solutions.

Head Office of Reflex Winkelmann GmbH in Ahlen/North Rhine-Westphalia
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Cross-section of industries

We are at home
in these industries

Power and heating plants

Public sector

Our project sales team is your full-service partner for water-bearing
systems in large-scale facilities. Our portfolio ranges from pressure
maintenance and degassing to separating technology, make-up &
water treatment and hot-water storage all the way to highly customised manifold technology. Our strength is supporting extensive major
projects and facilities with high output, high pressure and water
temperatures of up to 300° Celsius. We offer competent and individual
advice from the project planning phase to implementation all the way
to documentation and servicing.
Many years of experience in all relevant sectors and with a wide
range of building types are the hallmarks of the project sales team.
Be it power and heating plants, hospitals, hotels and residential
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Automotive

buildings, factories or data centres—wherever water-bearing
building engineering solutions have to function with high reliability in
sensitive surroundings, our project sales team is there to provide its
expertise as a partner.
Every facility is different. That is why the specific requirements of
each customer are always the starting point of our thought process.
In hotel complexes and residential facilities, the comfort of the
residents and guests has top priority. At airports or data centres, fire
prevention and safety are at the fore. But it is our goal throughout
to keep the facility permanently in optimum condition thanks to
our innovative solutions and products. And to minimise energy losses
in the process.

Cross-section of industries

Industrial plants

Hotels and residential

Data centres

This is what we
can offer you
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Portfolio and benefits

Holistic solution expertise from
planning all the way to service
This is what you can expect from us
The project sales team sees itself as your full-service partner for
all issues relating to water-bearing building technology. For complex
major projects rest easy in the knowledge that you can rely on the
concentrated sector-specific expertise of our seasoned expert team.

1 Project planning
ZZ

On-site needs analysis

ZZ

Participation in meetings with planners, facility engineers and operators

ZZ

Development of solution proposals

ZZ

Compilation of tailored quotations

ZZ

Creation of drawings and PI&D charts

ZZ

Tailored documentation (e.g. with power plant classification system numbers)

2 Execution
ZZ

Construction supervision

ZZ

Documentation, instructions, technical templates

ZZ

Participation in test operation

ZZ

Commissioning and accompanying reporting

ZZ

Delivery of approved assemblies with declaration of conformity

ZZ

Controller and fitting configuration, regardless of make

3 Operation
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ZZ

Maintenance and servicing

ZZ

Full service from the certified Reflex after sales & service team

ZZ

Complete backup of all project data

Reflex and Sinus synergy at Novotel Centre Ville, Nuremberg

How we master challenges
Detailed planning is perhaps the most important prerequisite for
the successful implementation of a project. If a facility poses special
challenges you can count on our special support - with its project
sales division, Reflex boasts a team of proven experts who, in
complex cases, develop a tailored and appropriate recommendation
for you or draft optimisation proposals for your existing plans.

of your facility— from the investment sum to the operating costs all
the way to maintenance expense. Our portfolio also includes creating
drawings and PI&D charts and professional documentation.
Our aim is to contribute to ensuring your systems and business run
smoothly with innovative, customised solutions.

In addition to the specific characteristics of the sector and the type
of building, we also incorporate all aspects of supply technology
when planning tailor-made system solutions. On-site we get an exact
picture of your needs, which we develop into a custom-fit solution
in close consultation with all those involved. In all of this, we of
course take into account all aspects relating to the economic efficiency

Your benefits

++ Vast experience in all areas of special pressure maintenance
(power plants, district heating facilities, geothermal energy, etc.)
++ DIN EN 12953 and TRD 604 certification for hot-water facilities
++ International team with local knowledge
++ Highest quality standards
++ Independently audited processes
++ Broad field of activity (virtually no limits regarding facility size, pressures, temperatures,
product make)
++ Specialisation in customised solutions of all kinds
++ Consideration of international standards such as ASME, ANSI, etc.
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International presence

Why we think globally
and act locally
Reflex is now one of the leading providers worldwide of solutions
for water-bearing systems in supply and facility engineering. Our
membership of the Winkelmann Group means our customers benefit
from the highly developed structures and processes of an international, owner-managed company.

Systems for power and heating plants, hospitals, hotels or data centres and much more—our international project sales team is your
expert and experienced partner for special challenges and custom
solutions. Get in touch and we'll find the right solution.

As part of a globally active group, accommodating local circumstances
and rules during all project stages is second nature to us. Our project
sales division sets up dedicated teams to meet your individual
requirements for each project.

Individual consultation and confidence are prerequisites for successful projects.

BMS Systems
We offer a large selection of different interfaces for control systems
e.g. Profibus, Modbus, Ethernet, Bacnet and LonWork. If you prefer
hardwired signals, we have the right solution for you, too.
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Services and quality

Leverage our expertise
Excellent planning software: Reflex Pro
Our Reflex Pro software for design, sizing and quotations is available
free of charge in four versions —as a download for mobile devices
with iOS or Android operating systems, for windows computers and
as an online version.
Reflex Pro identifies solutions for pressure-maintenance, make-up
and degassing systems and heat exchangers in different areas of
building and supply engineering by entering just a few pieces of
framework data. The tool is ideal for project surveys and an initial
on-site overview of solutions.
www.reflex.de/Services/Planning,Calculation&Software

Sinus manifolds—certified DIN EN ISO 9001 quality
ZZ

Quick and easy configuration of the required products

ZZ

Worldwide online access to projects

ZZ

Export formats: DXF, 3D DWG, STP

ZZ

Der Produktkonfigurator

Tender text inter alia in GAEB (German Joint Committee
on Electronics in the Construction Industry)
Configure at
www.sinusverteiler.com

Digital assistant:
the Reflex homepage
At www.reflex.de you will find extensive information to facilitate
your quotations, deepen your technical expertise and support you
in your day-to-day business quickly and easily—a convenient
product search tool, brochures, instructions for use and assembly,
tender texts, product drawings in 2D and 3D, standards and
certificates. Contacts, service numbers and industry news round
off our homepage.

Independently audited quality
Reflex products and solutions meet the highest standards in terms
of safety, workmanship and quality —as confirmed by independent
institutes and service providers.

Our CAD web catalogue including BIM data
(revit format) is also available here
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References

Meet the customers
who love our solutions

"The pressure maintenance facility is an
important part of district heat extraction which comes
with the challenge of ensuring safe heat transport
at a high temperature level."
Customer statement waste incineration facility in Hamm

Customer

Waste incineration facility in Hamm

Reflex solutions in the form of products
ZZ

Date of commissioning
ZZ

2012
Project

Special pressure maintenance
and special degassing
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ZZ

ZZ

1 x pressure maintenance facility
(2 catch tanks 40 m³)
1 x hydraulic unit
(2 excess pressure limiters &
2 speed-controlled pumps)
1 x control centre with integrated PLC
1 x special degassing
with degassing capacity of 8 m³/h

References

"The conversion has gone
without the slightest hitch from day one."
Fritz Burkhardt, Head of Engineering/Planning at Böblingen Municipal Utilities

Customer

Böblingen Municipal Utilities
Date of commissioning

2016
Project

Special pressure maintenance
and special degassing

Reflex solutions in the form of products
ZZ

1 x pressure maintenance

ZZ

4 pumps à 15 m³/h and 4 overflow valves

ZZ

1 x make-up station with 2 pumps à 20 m³/h

ZZ

1 x special degassing 12 m³/h

ZZ

1 x control using a Siemens S 7 control
with touch panel
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Head of Project Sales
Tel: +49 2382 7069-9536
matthias.feld@reflex.de

Subject to technical changes

PR1708en / 9126460 / 03-17 / 1.000

Matthias Feld

Technical Manager

Bart de Wandeler

Jörg Weidenmüller

Mohamed Sheikh Farid

Western Europe

Central Europe

IMEA

Tel: +32 495 30 20 84
bart.deWandeler@reflex.de

Mob: +49 151 2322 0633
joerg.weidenmueller@reflex.de

Tel: +97 150 1362 367
MohamedSheik.Farid@reflex.de

Michal Labedzki

Dan Testar

Andreas Dörrich

Eastern Europe

Asia Pacific

America

Tel: +48 795 426 435

Tel: +65 8685 4507

Mob: +49 160 9799 8197

michal.labedzki@reflex.pl

dan.testar@reflex-winkelmann.sg

andreas.doerrich@reflex.de

Matthias Rosenberger
China
Tel: +49 2382 7069-9087

Our technical managers are available
to answer your questions personally at
any time.

matthias.rosenberger@reflex.de

Reflex Winkelmann GmbH
Gersteinstraße 19
59227 Ahlen
Telephone: +49 2382 7069-0
Technical hotline: +49 2382 7069-9546

